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Model 90 # 8
October 9 2011 at 5:50 AM

Brian  (Login 14blw)

Hi, I'm new to this ,I was doing some research on my latest toy ,it's a falke Model 90 in 5.5mm [22cal] with the number 8 under the small lever where the pellets go in [sorry I dont know
much about air guns] .The bluing is about 80%,the stock is in great condition [no cracks or dings] and it seems to work fine . It is a gift from my brother-in-law ,who has owned it since he
was a child , we are both in our fiftys now . 

 I did notice on this site that there are already two listings for the same model and serial number [1 in 177 and 1 in 22] , will this mean we now have three with the same numbers ??? i will
try to post some photos soon . 

 Any info anyone could give me would be much appreciated. 
  

Regards Brian
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 Falke Forum moderators

Re: Model 90 # 8 October 9 2011, 6:55 PM 

 
Hi Brian. Welcome to the forum. Thanks for posting those pictures. You are a lucky man.That is one nice looking 90. You have also helped to compound
the serial number mystery. Garvin will be along soon to give you the expert help you need. Until then, what are the chances of a clear picture of the
serial number and can I ask where on our planet you live? May I also add that you are my hero as you managed to post pictures here. I've been here a
while and still can't work it out. 

 Barry
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Nice rifle Brian October 9 2011, 8:21 PM 

 
As Barry says, having a third serial no. 8 does rather confuse things further. We already know there were several duplicates but I think this one is the
first case of a triplicate (or was there one other, I can't remember!). Re. confirmation, we have just the one photo of a no.8 serial number on a Falke
90, although the second one is in the US and the number was supplied by a highly reputatble collector, so we'll take it as read that it exists. 
 
If you could supply photo verfication of your serial no. Brian, that would be appreciated. 
 
What this triple whammy means for our understanding of the overall total of Falke 90 production, I'm not sure. I'm seeing quite a few Falke 90s and
especially 80s coming up for sale these days on egun, the German auction site. Frankly there are more appearing and at a higher rate than I would
expect from a total production of 200 and 400 respectively, the current "best guess" at numbers. 
 
On the other hand, when our friendly statistician cast an eye over numbers almost exactly two years ago (see article in the Resources section), he
seemed to think there might be even fewer than 200 + 400. But quite a few duplicates have surfaced since then, so maybe his conclusions would be
different now? 

  
Barry, before you get too enthusiastic about Brian's pic-posting prowess (he is in Oz BTW), you should know that the links he put up were flawed
somehow and I had to extract what data I could to get some images to appear (two out of the four apparently posted worked...). LOL. 
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